
 
 

EAST GRINSTEAD TOWN COUNCIL 
 

Council Offices East Court College Lane East Grinstead RH19 3LT Tel: 
(01342) 323636 E mail: towncouncil@eastgrinstead.gov.uk 

 
11th March 2021 

 

A meeting of the AMENITIES & TOURISM COMMITTEE is to be held virtually on THURSDAY 18th 
MARCH 2021 IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE PUBLIC SERVICES COMMITTEE which will start at 
7:00pm. Any member of the public who wishes to join the virtual meeting should email the Town Clerk 
(townclerk@eastgrinstead.gov.uk) by noon at the latest on the day of the meeting. A link to the meeting 
will be sent via return email. Any members of the public wishing to attend must ensure that they are 
registered under their true name, pseudonyms are not allowed and where discovered the person will be 
denied access or ejected from the meeting. 

 
The Council’s policy for virtual meetings can be found at 
https://www.eastgrinstead.gov.uk/meetings/virtual-meetings/. 

 
Mrs J W Holden, 
Town Clerk. 

 
 

Members of the Amenities & Tourism Committee: Cllrs Amos, Duly, Mrs Farren (Chair), Favor, Mrs 
Mainstone, Matthews, Osborne, Peacock (Vice Chairman), Sweatman and Woodgate. Mayor and Deputy 
Mayor are ex-officio 

 
AGENDA 

 
1. Public Participation 

The public are invited to attend the virtual meeting via a link which will be sent to any 
member of the public or press who requests it by noon on the day of the meeting.  They 
may ask questions under the councils remit, or make representation on a matter that is on 
the agenda.  Speaking is guided by the Councils standing order 1 (available on website).  
You should indicate that you wish to speak by using the raising your hand button. The Vice 
Chairman will select the speakers, in turn up to the maximum time limit, if you wish to be 
recognised you are recommended to contact the Town Clerk before the meeting who will do 
their best to ensure you are able to speak. There is no right of reply and your question or 
representation must not last any longer than 2 minutes. Other than when you ask your 
question your microphone should be kept on mute.  Should you wish to circulate anything to 
the committee this should be sent to the Town Clerk no later than 12 noon on the day of the 
meeting. 
 
To commence not later than 7.15pm. 
 

2. Apologies for absence 
 

3. Declarations of interest 
 

4. To approve the Minutes of the meetings held 10th December 2020 and 14th January 2021. 
 

5. Chairman’s Announcements 
The Chairman will give brief updates on items not included in the agenda. 

 
6. Town Promotions Report (Min 202 10/12/2020)  

The report is enclosed for consideration, and the new performance indicators included for 
approval. 

 

mailto:towncouncil@eastgrinstead.gov.uk
mailto:townclerk@eastgrinstead.gov.uk
https://www.eastgrinstead.gov.uk/meetings/virtual-meetings/


 
 

7. Estates and Community Services Report (Min 203 10/12/2020) 
Mrs Merricks’ report is enclosed for consideration  

 
8. Burial Services (Min 204 10/12/2020) 

Miss Jones’ report is enclosed for consideration  
 

9. Delegated Decisions 
To note that the tenants have been given a further rent reduction due to the extended 
lockdown.   

 
10. East Court Live/ summer events on terrace 

To recommend that East Court Live in June and July be cancelled and consider possible 
smaller events on the Terrace facilitated by High Gain running their coffee bar.   
 

11. Wayfinding Update     
To hear the update on the wayfinding project which is due to be in place by the end of April. 

 
12. Covid update :  Use of Meridian Hall and the Commemorative Benches  

 
 

The next meeting of the Committee will be on Thursday 3rd June 2021  
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EAST GRINSTEAD TOWN COUNCIL 
Supplemental reports for the Amenities and Tourism Committee 18th March 2021 
 
 
Agenda Item 6:  Town Promotions Report (Min 202 10/12/2020)  
 
Purpose:  This report is enclosed for noting of current work activity and for approval of new 
performance indicators  
 
Work Loads and Ongoing Tasks  
 
1. Due to the continued Lockdown there has remained very little tourism activity and the annual 

leaflet exchanges and other events have been cancelled.  Roger remains the only team 
member in role at the moment due to this.  While the Clerk had intended to advertise the 
manager’s role to fill for April it is now expected to start the recruitment process in March / April 
with having the post filled by June.  Current lockdown suggests that travel and holidays 
domestically may start from 17th May with full lifting of restrictions around 21st June.   

 
2. We are already aware that the Mid Sussex Marathon in May will be a virtual event and that the 

early spring events such as the May Fair and the Vintage Bus Day will not take place this 
spring. The town shopping promotions committee have not been meeting and there is no 
suggestion as yet from the town traders that they are looking to hold any first half of the year 
events.    

 
3. Events will however return and as confidence grows there will be a call for the community and 

council to once again arrange events and activities.  Later in the agenda the Committee will be 
asked to consider the East Court Summer Programme. 

 
4. Roger has been working with Visit East Grinstead as they have been upgrading their website.  

The site holds the Town Council Tourism pages which are written by the Town Council, and our 
officers keep the What’s On calendar up to date as well.  We have looked in to the links 
between the sites to correctly sign post and avoid duplication.  This is starting to look good at 
explaining the who and what. Kirstie has also helped with some of these updates and changes.   

 
5. The next edition of The Line will go out in early May, this will be delivered to homes via the 

Royal Mail as usual which continues to be the cheaper option for full coverage of the town.  
Stories in the next edition will include the commemorative benches, East Court Live, contacts 
for Councillors and diaries of meeting, safe places, the vaccination roll out, Winter Support 
scheme and the sports grants.  

 
6. The Farmers Market has continued throughout lockdown for the essential food stalls.  There 

have been more enquiries and it is possible that when we can reopen fully we may well see a 
growing market from April 12th.   

 
Funding  of the East Grinstead Tourism Partnership  
 
The Council has since 1997 had the Tourism officers funded as a partnership with Mid Sussex and 
West Sussex Councils.  The Town Council employs and pays ½ of the staff cost plus the 
administration and associated costs.  The County Council matches with the accommodation at the 
Library free from any charges.  The District Council pays circa £13k per year (increased with a 
small inflationary uplift).  Earlier this year the District Council advised that any funding should be 
applied for on an annual grant and be approved by the Cabinet Grants Committee.  The Clerk has 
objected to this and given the background to the project, which cannot rely on an annual funding 
application.   
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Having met with Sally Blomfield, the Clerk has completed an application and submitted additional 
paperwork to explain the partnership, the structure and approved strategy.  She has requested that 
the District Council agree a three year deal to fund the service which will then be reviewed at the 
end of this period.  We hope to have had the response to the application before the meeting to be 
able to update the committee further.  The funding for this year is expected to continue, it is the 
ongoing arrangement that is to be agreed.  Should MSDC decide not to continue part funding the 
partnership this will have to revert to this committee for further consideration.  
 
Tourism Indicators 
 
The Community and Tourism team already keep statistics to show the number of enquiries 
received in person, by telephone or hits on the query pages of the websites., however as more 
enquiries are self serve via the website and we have a very tech enabled community now these 
are not really indicative of the effectiveness of the team..   
 
There are various claims as to how much revenue is generated by tourism advertising, the 
increased use of the website, the numbers of bookings in hotels and guest houses can all help to 
be indicative of the power of the advertising of the attractions in and around the Town on the 
economy of East Grinstead and the wider Mid Sussex area. Advertising is shared with West 
Sussex and wider areas where leaflet racks are available and the Town does a large amount of 
word of mouth and social media advertising of local events to improve footfall.  
  
The office of National Statistics issued a paper called “Measuring Tourism Locally” in 2010, this 
paper has influenced the PIs that are proposed to be introduced from April 2021.   
 
The proposed suite of measurements will include: 
 
1 The number of events held in the town organised by any organisation and the success of 

these (footfall and satisfaction), the tourism team will instigate a feedback poll on council 
run events and encourage other organisations to do likewise.  
 

2 Alongside the number of hits on the website and enquiries: 
• A satisfaction survey for enquirers, developing a pop up on the web “how was your visit 

today, did you find what you wanted, if not what more could we do?” type of question to 
again help us to develop the services that we are offering via the web/ telephone etc.  
this can be asked at the end of the telephone or face to face query too.   

• The results will then be fed in to the strategy and action plan 
 

3 A collation of the number of nights stayed in the Town by the various hotels (Star Inn and 
Travel Lodge as well as the individual guest houses). Asking that they provide the number 
of nights stayed per month or quarter and the number of nights stayed per guest.  This 
information will be collated by the larger hotels already, and is useful for the hotels and 
guest houses as well as indicative to the  Tourism Service for the likelihood of East 
Grinstead being a destination or simply a stop off  
• The number of rooms available  

 
4 The number of enquiries from local (Mid Sussex based) or further afield visitors.  

 
5 Satisfaction of the range of tourism merchandise and prices.  

 
6 Number of visitors to key attractions (quarterly) – (Standen,  Bluebell , Sackville College, 

Museum)  
 

7 Number of empty units in Town Centre (quarterly) 
 

8 Number of new businesses  (quarterly) 
 

9 Number of tours undertaken  
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10 Number of young People engaged with the half term/ holiday history trails 
 
These will start from April 2021, with the first report in June 2021, subject to some amendment as 
the Community and Tourism Manager is recruited this spring.   

 
Recommendation  
Committee are asked to approve the proposed list, or propose alternate indicators 
 
 
Agenda Item 7 - Estates and Community Services Report (Min 203 10/12/2020) 
 
Town Enhancements 
 
Floral Display – With the change in season the High Street flowerbeds 4 & 5 either side of the war 
memorial were replanted with winter bedding during week commencing 10 October. The 60 winter 
hanging baskets used for welcome signs and roundabouts were delivered and installed week 
commencing 19 October. As previously reported, as part of a weed management program, 
flowerbeds 3 remains covered with bark chippings. The display in the flowerbed 3 has continued to 
be changed which has included the Coronavirus vaccination and Easter. Tender letters for the 
summer floral display have sent for quotation to be received no later than 19th March. 
 
Floral Themes – This year’s High Street flowerbeds are dedicated to marking anniversaries in the 
Town and local organisation’s celebrations that should have been displayed last year.  
 
Hanging Baskets – The Town Council continues to receive a positive response from the business 
community with the hanging basket orders. Order forms for the hanging baskets emailed by the 
Clerk’s PA have been well received by local businesses in town and responses have been positive. 
The cost for a trader’s baskets has not increased this year remaining at £40.00 with some 
businesses having credit due to the pared-down display last year. The hanging basket safety test 
has been completed by the outdoor services team and the SSE Third Party Application form for the 
hanging baskets has been submitted.  
 
McIndoe Statue & Lawn – Winter maintenance and cleaning of the path and statue have been 
undertaken by the outdoor services team. The bin has been relocated and the slabs under the 
bench jet washed and relayed which has improved the aesthetics of the area. The two benches 
were replaced following maintenance undertaken by our handyman.  
 
Partnership Agreements – December, January & February 
 
MSDC – Following the duties under the SLA partnership agreement for the repair and renewal of 
street name plate’s contract; the Outside Services team installed 2 street name plates and ordered 
a further one. Trolley collections from around the town continue to be undertaken by the outdoor 
services team.  
 
WSCC – West Sussex Highways continue to face difficult financial decisions, one of which is a 
nearly 2/3rd reduction in the budget available for local agreements. It was clear from discussions 
that the preferred option of partners was to supplement services that were already in existence 
locally, utilising staff and plant resources where at all possible.  With that in mind, and taking 
account of the implications of possible alternatives, West Sussex Highways have agreed a 
contribution of £2000 for the 20/21 financial year to continue to provide a service aimed primarily at 
removing offensive and racist graffiti from highway assets.  
 
Street Cleaning – The Mid Sussex District Council’s street cleaning team were thanked for what 
must have be a herculean task of clearing the substantive volume of wet leaves on our pavements 
this year.  
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Bus Shelter – The bus shelter 4806/0038 on London Road at the entrance to Buckhurst Way was 
removed in December as it was found damaged presumably hit by a vehicle. Our contractors have 
confirmed that the shelter will be replaced at some stage, however no date has been given and it is 
likely to be a Non Advertising version. The bus shelter on Dunnings Road has been cleaned 
following a complaint from a local resident. Repairs to the damage bus shelter on Station Road in 
December are still outstanding.  
 
Bus Shelter Contract – Clear Channel who currently manage the bus shelters within the town 
have been in contact to advice of the following variation to the current contract up to 2023.  
 
There is currently no cost to the Council for the bus shelter stock as our contractors cover costs 
from advertising revenue. However, business rates and the challenges facing this industry could 
mean that after 2023 this may not continue.  

“Clear Channel may at any time at its discretion remove a paper advertising hoarding from any 
or all Bus Shelters.  If Clear Channel does carry out such a removal it will make good the Bus 
Shelter/s and continue to operate the Bus Shelter as a non-advertising Bus Shelter for the 
remainder of the Agreement. Clear Channel will continue to comply with its repair and 
maintenance obligations.”   

 
Our contracts have agreed to work with us but due to the loss of some of their contractors they can 
no longer guarantee an exact bus shelter replacement.  

“If it becomes necessary for Clear Channel to replace a Bus Shelter, Clear Channel is 
permitted to change the equipment model and install a different type of bus shelter in the event 
that the existing Bus Shelter design is not in stock or is obsolete”  

 
Dog Bin – Mid Sussex District Council provide East Grinstead with a collection of dog waste at the 
following location:  
 

Dog bin No. Road Location Weekly 
Collections 

394 Imberhorne Lane Footpath leading to Fairlawn Drive edge of path with 
wooden edging 

2 

 
Each year Mid Sussex District Council reviews the amount it charges for the services it provides 
with a view to recovering all costs associated with service provision. As a result, the cost of these 
collections will increase from £3.05 per collection per bin to £3.11 per collection per bin, from 1 
April 2021.  
 
The District Council’s dog waste collection service is at capacity and cannot be extended without 
significant additional cost. Therefore, if the Council wish to install any additional dog waste bins, an 
alternative contractor would need to be sought.  
 
Other Works 
 
Street Banners – The website regarding the banners has been updated showing the inclusion of 
the agreed administration charge. The online application form both aids the reduction in paper and 
allows proof of public liability to be uploaded.   
 
Beacon – The beacon was taken to a local Blacksmiths in December for some maintenance to 
include a new inner basket, sandblasting and repainting. Due to the latest Covid-19 lockdown 
works have been very slow with businesses temporarily closing. Although the relocation of the 
beacon to King Georges Field was to be undertaken in March this has had to be deferred until 
improved weather allows safe access onto the field.  
 
Turners Hill Road Rec – Following up on a report of new fencing being erected at the bottom of 
the field and the possibility of land grabbing of the Town Council’s land a site inspection was 
undertaken. According to the land owner he had followed GPS and our deeds concurred that the 
fence line only deviates due to the presence of a large felled Oak tree. The neighbouring 
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landowner advised that the replacement of a robust fencing was needed as he is intended to graze 
livestock on his land. 
 
Imberhorne Allotments – A requested replacement sign ‘Private Road, Access by Permission 
Only’ by the allotment association has been erected by the outdoor services team. Raven Housing 
Association have contacted for an update on the proposed date for the outstanding repairs to the 
damaged fencing caused by the loss of a large bough from one of their trees.  
 
Winter Maintenance  
 
The new towable gritter successfully allowed the outdoor services team to grit East Court, Mt 
Noddy and the agreed gritting route through the town whilst most of the outdoor services team 
were required to continue digging graves. With the latest small snow flurry came the expected 
numerous requests for additional grit bins around the town and the refilling of many of the existing 
bins. The Council took the decision a few years ago not to purchase any more grit bins as there 
are currently 68 which are filled by West Sussex County Council who are the responsible authority 
for the highways once a year. The outdoor services team undertook an audit of salt in the grit bins 
on 10 & 11 February and those found empty were topped up by 25%. Although to date not required 
West Sussex County Council advised they were unable to supply any additional grit. 
 
West Sussex Highways have been approached and asked that if the Town Council were to agree 
to the purchase of up to an additional 28 grit bins, over an agreed timeframe that they would be 
prepared to add them to the salt audit and annually fill them. This would reduce the quantity of grit 
provided to the Town Council’s store and so there will be no opportunity to refill any of the bins 
(unless there is an elongated period and West Sussex County Council agrees to provide additional 
grit, or the Town Council want to buy some more). West Sussex Highways have advised they are 
currently not in a position to consider our proposal but once received committee will be asked for 
their comments/approval.  
 
Tomas Cramp Clock  
 
Negotiations with museum to accept the offer of the clock are ongoing albeit due to the 
Coronavirus, slower than anticipated.   
 
The museum have emphasised that they are very interested in acquiring the clock but do not 
currently believe they have the  funding available to cover the significant up front servicing, repair, 
transfer, remounting and display costs.  
 
Before the museum are able to accept the clock into their care there are a number of actions that 
they are asking the Council to agree to undertake and fund.  
 
For safety reasons, they are asking for the Council to undertake a structural test/survey to ensure 
their preferred location at the museum is a viable option and there is no certainty that they would 
be able to install the clock at all.    
 
They have concluded that such a prominent artefact displayed at the Museum should be 
maintained in working order and ask that the Council to obtain an up to date report on the clock, 
arrange a full service and undertake any repair work identified. In addition they have asked for a 3 
year guarantee from the repairer or from the Council against any further repairs required during 
that period.  
 
Estimating the clock at between 70 -120 kilos, with a 70cm diameter and 40cm depth the clock 
cannot hang on the Museums interior plasterboard walls and therefore the only possibility is to 
hang it onto one of the wooden beams which hold up the mezzanine floor. It is considerably wider 
that the beams.  
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The Museum ask that the Council bears all costs relating to the removal of the clock and its related 
mechanisms from its existing tower and hanging structure, and its subsequent transfer and 
installation in working order at the Museum including connecting the clock to the Museum’s 
existing power supply and for any appropriate lighting required to ensure it is properly displayed.  
 
On this basis, the Museum would be prepared to confirm its willingness to acquire the clock for its 
collection, to service and maintain it after the guaranteed period expires but only for as long as it 
remains financially prudent to do so.  
 
An idea of the proposed costings can be sourced however, until the clock is removed to ascertain 
the exact weight and size of it and a  structural survey of the Museum undertaken there is no way 
of accurately predicting the installation costs.  
 
Committee are asked whether they wish to transfer the clock to the Museum, bearing the 
costs as yet unknown.   Appreciating this will require the clock to be removed and could 
still result in the Museum not being able to accept it if it is too heavy for their bearing wall.   
 
Or to repair the clock again and continue to maintain it via the Council, the costs were 
established two years ago, and will require a road closure to do so.  
   
Or progress no further and determine not to repair the clock  
 
Tree Survey and Works 
 
All the works requiring a tree surgeon highlighted in the survey have been completed. The outdoor 
services team continue to undertake the ongoing maintenance work which includes any epicormic 
growth.  
 
The tree survey and risk assessment undertaken this year has resulted in the loss of trees for both 
safety and maintenance. Our Arboriculturist has been approached to assist with a ten year Tree 
Management Plan for East Court. One of the things people most value about living in East 
Grinstead is the easy access to parks, open spaces and the countryside. These provide important 
resources for sustaining wildlife, community well-being and healthy lifestyles which need to be 
protected. The strategy will identify priority actions that will help deliver this vision. 
 
King Street Public Toilets 
 
Vandalism – Following a report from a member of the public on 10th February that the Gent’s toilet 
had been vandalised our handyman and Caretaking Supervisor attended. The toilet roll holders 
were found broken along with locks and toilet roll used to block the toilet pans as well as cause 
significant mess. Replacement toilet roll holders have been ordered which will be fitted by our 
handyman when received. An upgrade of the security system has been undertaken. 
 
Sponsorship  
 
Although challenging the Community Services Officer has worked hard to ensure the sponsorship 
of the flowerbeds, stanchions and planters has not been lost. Local businesses have continued to 
support the Town Council’s floral display, with thanks to Caravan and Motorhome Club, Meridian 
Rotary Club of East Grinstead, Provincial Windows Ltd, RH&RW Clutton and Mason & Beer. 
 
 Dec - Feb  

Replacement Sockets & Weatherproof RCBO enclosures December 700.00 
Tree Works – St Margaret’s Loop January 4,950.00 
Memorial Bench January  1,150.00 
Memorial Plaque January 44.50 
6 x Westminster Litter Bins January 1,256.38 
1 x Sign – Imberhorne Allotments January  45.00 
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1 x Sign – Mt Noddy Cemetery January  75.00 
Maintenance Works CCTV – King Street Toilets January 168.20 
Antique wood protector – Benches February 38.99 
Tree Works – Dorset Gardens & High Street February  600.00 
Training – Manual Handling February 135.00 
Toilet Roll Holders x 5 – King Street Toilets February 120.00 
Slab – Relocation of bin McIndoe Statue February 9.98 
Dog Bin  March 301.83 

 

Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – East Court Mansion 
 
Room 43 – The 4 x lamps in office 43 have needed replacing for the second time this year and 
following advice from our electrician a purchase order has been given to replace the 4 light fittings 
and upgrade to LED. 
 
Window Painting – Whilst the office staff members have been working from home our handyman 
with the help of the outdoor services team has taken the opportunity to paint the inside of the 
office, reception, breakroom and staff toilet window. 
 
Ladies Toilet – The damaged light fitting from ingress of water has been replaced by our electrical 
contractor. 
 
Backdoor – Following a failure of the backdoor lock our handyman took the mechanism down to 
the locksmith which was urgently repaired whilst our caretaking team manned the door. 
 
Security System – The required maintenance works to the CCTV system has been undertaken by 
our contractor. 
 
Kitchen – The Lodge Coffee Shop, tenants of the main kitchen enquired about having a freezer 
installed. As this corner of the building has reached the maximum number of sockets permitted our 
electrician has installed an additional circuit. In addition to the additional kitchen socket a further 
one has been installed in the corridor to assist the cleaning staff.  
 
Window G24 – Following a report that one of the windows was damaged 4th February possibly by 
a ball a temporary fix was undertaken by our handyman. The incident has been reported to the 
police (Crime Reference Number 47210026025). The quotation was obtained from a leadlight 
window specialist for the required refurbishment works however when accepted the company 
based in Purley advised they do not cover East Grinstead. An alternative quotation is being 
obtained.  
 
Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – The Meridian Hall 
 
Boilers – Following a report with the heating system failing on Friday 12th February, the PNC were 
advised that we were unable to get the part by the weekend; they were instructed on how to use 
the air-conditioning units to ensure there was no disruption to the vaccination program. To ensure 
the heating was back in operation as quickly as possible a flue damper motor was installed and the 
mansion’s second boiler diverted to the Meridian Hall in readiness for the following vaccination 
session. A quotation to replace a faulty shunter pump and the PCB was received and works 
undertaken. 
 
Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – The Old Court House 
 
Internal Lights – Two of the ground floor corridor lights failed which our handyman was unable to 
resolve have been replaced by our electrician and upgrade to LED. 
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External Light – Our electrician has replaced the faulty external light over the door used by our 
tenant, All Kids. As part of our Coronavirus risk assessment the two nurseries are entering and 
exiting from different to doors to ensure social distancing. 
 
East Court Public Toilets 
 
Vandalism – Our cleaning contractor advised on Sunday 14th February they found the ladies hand 
wash unit had been forced open and the water outlet disconnected which resulted in a significant 
flooding of the toilet. Repairs were undertaken by our handyman.  
 
Blocked Drains – A jetting service was again called out following report of the drain by the toilets 
being blocked. Our contractor advised the blockage was once again not assisted by the presence 
of nappies, dog poo bags and even large amounts of fruit. However, as this is the second time the 
drain has had to be cleared this year further investigations of the drainage system are being 
undertaken.  
 
Health and Safety 
 
Emergency Lighting – Works highlighted in the monthly checks have been undertaken by our 
electrician.  
 
Intruder Alarm – The six monthly services was brought forward to 8th January due to the 
vaccination program in the Meridian Hall.  
 
Air Conditioning Units – Due to the vaccination program in the Meridian Hall the annual service 
on the air conditioning units was brought forward and was undertaken on 7th January. 
 
Legionella – The six monthly water testing was brought forward to 8th January due to the 
vaccination program in the Meridian Hall.  
 
Automatic Front Door – The six monthly’ service was undertaken on 7th February, the signage as 
recommended has been updated. 
 
Pressurised System – The safety inspection has been arranged for 1st April.  
 
Safety Valve Inspection Certificate – The safety valves have been upgraded by our boiler 
engineer and the inspection certificate is awaited.  
 
Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – Gardens & Grounds 
 
Gardener & her Volunteers – To keep our staff safe, during the Government’s recent lockdown, 
volunteers were asked to temporarily not come to East Court.  
 
Multiplay Equipment – One of the safety fixings on the rope bridge has had to be replaced by our 
handyman. As the whole fitting has become corroded this likely to be the last time that we are able 
to make any repairs.  
 
Rose Bed – The rose bushes from the Garden of Remembrance that have not been thriving by the 
war memorial have been replanted in the new rose bed.   
 
Crazy Paving Path – The recent snow flurry has damaged the crazy paving path by the tennis 
court causing the paving stone to laminate and lift. Safety repairs have been undertaken by the 
outdoor services team and to help protect the original path further works will need to be undertaken 
when the weather improves.   
 
Extended Path – In partnership with the Mid Sussex District; the extended path to improve access 
from the circular walk to the War Memorial and to link up with the path to the entrance drive. 
Installation works were undertaken by the outdoor services with the cost of the materials paid for 
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by the District. This has proven very popular however, due to the very wet weather, where walkers 
have chosen to not follow the path work to improve the area to aid recovery will be needed.   
 
Fairy Trail – Additional wood chippings donated by our tree surgeon has been laid along the path 
by the outdoor services team to allow access all through the winter. Decorations of the sleepers 
along the trail have included a woodland faces, fairy homes. The Public have been captivated by 
the trail and we continue to receive positive feedback about the trail.  
With the assistance from our handyman and gardener, a trail to mark national Winnie the Pooh day 
was added in January and March an Easter Trail.  
 
Car Park Bollards – Following repeated damage caused by users of the car park the outdoor 
services have replaced the damaged bollards and applied reflective tape to ensure visibility. 
 
Drains – All the drains in the car park have been cleared by the outdoor services team following 
the repeated problem with the drain and gully outside the public toilets. An excessive build-up of fat 
has been cleared from the drain outside the Meridian Hall kitchen.  
 
Terraces – One of the green directional signs has been re-purposed to advise visitors on the 
terraces and Garden of Remembrance that cycling and skateboarding is not permitted and dogs 
are to be kept on the lead.   
 
Yew Hedge – The Yew hedge should offer those enjoying the area, peace and tranquility however, 
in reality it is increasingly popular with cyclist and skateboarders, used as a climbing frame or even 
for exercise with the war memorial itself having resistance bands attached. Sadly, the worst part is 
the increasing volume of drug paraphernalia found by the outdoor services team each week. 
Committee are asked again to consider their views on this hedge. Officers have suggested 
removing it at least in part to make the war memorial more accessible for larger gatherings, but 
also to remove the more nefarious uses of the war memorial.   
A meeting has been arranged with our tree surgeon to look at the options to reduce the height and 
reshape the hedge. No works can be undertaken from March to August as this is the main 
breeding season for nesting birds and so there is plenty of time for this to come back to the 
committee.    
 
Learner Drivers – As agreed by this committee in December, two signs advising ‘No learner 
driving training allowed in this car park’ have been erected by the outdoor services team.  
 
Workshop – Guttering to the handyman’s workshop has had to be fitted due to water ingress and 
penetrating damp following a higher than average rainfall.  
 
REPAIRS, RENEWALS AND MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE  
 

1 Excluding VAT 
East Court Amount £ 

Scaffolding – Internal 500.00 
Tiles – Side Entrance EC Mansion 270.00 
CCTV – maintenance works 1,322.30 
Kick Plates – Ante-Suite door 30.82 
Emergency Lighting 133.00 
Upgrade Lighting – Office 43 244.00  
Replacement Light Fitting – EC Ladies 103.00 
Paint & Brushes – Stairs & Landing 74.12 
Backdoor Lock 20.00 
CCTV Maintenance 890.00 
Electrics – Main Kitchen 207.00 
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Boiler – Meridian Hall 628.19 
Window – EC Kitchen 335.00 
Call Out – Boiler 229.75 
  
Total East Court 4,987.18 
   

Meridian Hall Amount £ 
Additional Keys – Primary Care Network 72.25 
Boiler – Replacement Shunter Pump 1,636.56 
  
Total Meridian Hall 1,708.81 
  

Old Court House Amount £ 
External Lighting 130.00 
Emergency Lighting  327.00  
Damaged Lighting 60.00 
  
Total Old Court House 517.00 
  
   

Equipment Amount £ 
Drill & Driver Set 225.00 
3 x Window Suction Pads  37.45  
Microwave Leak Detector 56.00 
  
Total Equipment 318.45 
  

Mt Noddy Workshop & Lodge Amount £ 
Fitment of hand dryer 271.00 
Replacement boiler 1,400.00 
  
Total Mt Noddy Workshop 1,671.00 
  

Grounds / Play Park / East Court Toilets  Amount £ 
Jetting – Drain Clearing 175.00 
Wool & Materials – Fair Trail 10.32  
5 x Bollards  196.00 
Reflective tape for bollards 10.74 
Sign – Terraces No Cycling, Skateboarding & Dogs on Lead 65.00 
Signage – No learner driving training 152.00 
Guttering – Handyman’s Workshop 42.17  
Jetting – Drain Clearing 100.00 
  
Total Grounds  651.23 
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Health and Safety / Training / Licences Amount £ 
Basic Tree Survey & Inspection Training 18 January 2021 440.00 
Display Energy Certificate – East Court 175.00 
Intruder Alarm Service – Meridian Hall 180.00 
Legionella & Potable Water Testing 500.00 
Pest Control 159.24 
Safety Signs – Automatic Doors 15.38 
Safety Valve Inspection Certificate 1,318.00 
Upgraded CCTV – King Street Toilets 250.00 
  
Total Health and Safety / Training  3,037.62 
  

 

Tenancies and Hiring’s 
 
Covid-19 Restrictions – Step 2 of the Government’s roadmap will take place no earlier than 12th 
April subject to an assessment of the data against the four tests will include the opening of public 
buildings.  
 
Government’s Roadmap – The Government’s end of lockdown roadmap has generated a further 
flurry of calls which our booking co-ordinator has found challenging to keep on top of. We are 
dealing with all the resulting requests for changes as quickly as possible, prioritising the most 
imminent ceremonies and events first along with all new bookings. Enquiries have been coming in 
from regular hirers asking when they are able to return to meeting at East Court. All hirers have 
been advised that the Meridian Hall is not going to be available until at least June and that we will 
be in contact once the Government Guidance has been updated. It is hoped that included in the 
Government’s guidelines that community buildings will be able to open from 12th April, subject to 
an assessment of the data.   
 
Friday Prayers – Following Government Guidelines updated on 11th January advising under the 
national lockdown, places of worship could remain open for communal worship, Friday Prayers 
returned 12th February. Due to the strict guidelines the agreed numbers currently permitted to 
attend has been restricted to 11 people, tightly monitored by our caretaking team. A restriction has 
been agreed that no one is to attend who lives more than 5 miles from East Court as guidelines 
state that you should stay local and avoid travelling outside your local area when visiting a place of 
worship.  
 
The Challenges Continue 
 
Small Marriages & Civic Ceremonies – The 2020/2021 season was almost fully booked with 
over 30 wedding ceremonies booked. Government Guidance updated 5th January advised 
weddings and civil partnership ceremonies could once again not take place (with the exception of 
exceptional circumstances). Wedding receptions have not been permitted to take place since 5th 
November. Government Guidance updated 22nd February advised weddings for 6 people can 
resume from 29th March, and the intended roadmap (data permitting) is to permit 15 in a wedding 
party from 12th April and 30 from 17th May. It is hoped to have no COVID restrictions at weddings 
from 21st June. Obviously none of this is confirmed (other than 29th March) these are the first dates 
the Government hopes to permit this, so we are trying to manage couples expectations.  
 
Venue Licences – West Sussex County Council have advised that venues that have relicensed 
since March 2020 are being issuing licences for 4 years as opposed to three for the same price. 
However, although we have not been able to have weddings for almost a year, legislation does not 
permit them to extend to our licence. 
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Post-ceremony Reception – Receptions for weddings and civil partnerships currently cannot take 
place however, from 12th April it is expected that 15 people can attend a reception.  
 
Budget & Income for 2020/2021 
 
Details of income received for 2020/2021 financial year until 28.02.21 is given below on an 
individual cost centre basis. Following the Government’s second lockdown this continues to 
have a heavy impact on our income for the year.  
 

 
Cost Centre 
 

Actual 
Income Budget Variance Variance Actual  

Y-T-D Variance Variance Full Year 
Budget 

 
£ £ £ % £ % £ £ 

Meridian Hall 29,218 67,100 -37,882 -56.5 62,783 -53.5 -33,565 73,200 
East Court Mansion 45,965 67,833 -21,868 -32.2 70,759 -35.0 -24,794 74,000 
Old Court House 35,301 49,344 -14,043 -28.5 50,862 -30.6 -15,561 53,830 
Total Income 
Receipts 110,484 184,278 -73,794 -40.0 184,404 -40.1 -73,920 201,030 

 
 
Agenda Item 8 - Burial Services (Min 204 10/12/2020) 
 
The Following reports from the responsible officers are enclosed for noting 
 
Mount Noddy Cemetery  
 
Mount Noddy Cemetery continues to be busy with service bookings now reaching as far forward as 
June including ten services already arranged for March. Due to the added support of Mr Hales and 
Mr Hearn with assisting the Outside Services Team, we have been able to continue providing a 
dedicated cemetery service during incredibly challenging times. Government guidelines remain in 
place until at least the 21st of June regarding reduced number of attendees allowed at burials and 
ashes services.  
 
Since the previous report it has been noticed that some of the cemetery bins have been used by 
unknown individuals as a place to dispose of household waste – this not only has potential cost 
implications for the Council having to dispose of such waste it causes distress to those visiting / 
maintaining loved ones graves. In light of this, options to relocate some of the Council’s green hard 
top bins to replace the existing open top basket style bins are being explored. It is hoped that the 
reduced ability to pack large items of household waste, alongside the issue being raised on social 
media, will deter this from becoming an established issue.  Endeavours continue to ‘streamline’ 
administrative access to relevant information for the Outside Services Team.  Trialing of the use of 
a portable tablet (made possible with the permanent donation of an unused device for Council use) 
is due to commence over the coming months.  
 
With the increase of visitors to the cemetery whether that is residents visiting loved ones or simply 
including it in their daily walk we have introduced a notice board to advise anyone entering the 
cemetery if there is a service planned / in progress.  Again I would like to give special recognition 
to all staff members who have tirelessly assisted with facilitating and maintaining our burial facilities 
in all weathers! 
 
Cemetery records 
 
Mr Chisholm has continued with making dedicated strides in computerising our paper based 
cemetery records with great commitment and accuracy. In addition he has proved himself to be 
invaluable assisting with the increase in cemetery enquiries and services we continue to see.  
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Agricultural vehicle repairs 
 
The previous twelve months have seen an increase in families wishing to add memorial stones to 
loved ones resting places. To accommodate this increase, a purchase for more headstone bases 
costing £370.80 was made in December 2020.  
 
Since the previous Cemetery report, the following works have been necessary to maintain 
cemetery service provision: 
 

£240 – Mandatory LOLER testing of excavation shields for Health & Safety compliance.  
 
£134.74 – Two day hire of a mini dumper* (with an additional £28 for temporary insurance 
cover for the period of usage)  
 
£1,029.59 – Urgent hydraulic repairs to the dumper.  
 
* Special mention for Mr Swain and the team at Jewson East Grinstead who very kindly only charged 
us for one days’ hire of a mini dumper requesting that the money saved is put back into our 
continued provision of services for the local community.   

 
£75 – Cemetery Service notice board from The Sign Company.  

 
Garden of Remembrance Area 
 
Following a high number of enquiries regarding the possibility of adding a seating to the vicinity of 
the “new” Garden of Remembrance plots situated behind the memorial wall, it is intended that 
relocation of a backless bench from East Court grounds will be made to allow a place for residents 
to sit & reflect whilst visiting loved ones. This relocation allows for cost savings by avoiding any 
additional purchases for benches in the cemetery. It is anticipated that installation will be 
completed prior to the next Amenities and Tourism meeting alongside the planned addition of 
bedding plants to brighten this area.  
 
Burial Data 
Our figures below continue to be submitted to Mid Sussex for collation of Sussex wide data in 
order to contribute to supporting capacity monitoring during this challenging time. 
 

Mount Noddy Cemetery  Dec 20 Jan 21 Feb 21 
Number of Earthen Burials   3  / (3)     1 / (1)    3  / (1)  
Number of Interments of Cremated Remains    2  / (6)     0  / (3)   0  / (3) 
Number of Memorial Applications Processed    4  / (7)    6 / (2)  6 / (10) 
Number of Memorial Wall Plaques Sold    0 / (2)    1 / (0)    1 / (1) 

 
Queens Road Cemetery  
 
The licence application to exclude the badgers from the cemetery has been submitted to Natural 
England and Ecology Consultancy are confident that the mitigation work will start on 1st July which 
will then see the gradual removal of the Badgers from the Cemetery. The quote for this work has 
come in at £23,100 plus VAT. This will take us through to the end of stage 2.  The quote is from 
Ecology Solutions who have been our preferred supplier for the work carried out to date following 
an earlier market testing of quotes, therefore C2 D of the Financial Regulations excuses the need 
to seek further quotes at this stage. Due to their involvement there is sufficient funds in the 
Cemetery Project Capital Fund to cover this cost.     
 
Harry Quenault has been liaising with the Belfry Residents and will also speak with the Badger 
Trust to make sure that they are aware of our plans before any work is undertaken.  The Belfry 
residents are covenanted to keep the grass down and the trees and fences in good repair. We will 
be entering in to discussions as to this arrangement with the residents once the works have been 
finished and the cemetery is in good order.  To ensure that it remains in such, especially as we will 
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be looking to reopen the cemetery to visitors.   
 
Committee have already approved that the work should continue,  Committee are now asked to 
approve the expenditure from the existing budgets.  
 

 
Agenda Item 9 Delegated Decisions 
 
Purpose:  The following Delegated decisions, not included in other reports, are to be noted by the 
Committee.   
 

• The East Court Tenants again found their businesses closed and expectation of working 
from home, as a result they have asked that their rents be reduced for January – March.    
In consultation with the Chair and Vice Chair the Clerk agreed to a 25% discount.   

• The Clerk in consultation with the Chair and Vice Chair declined an offer to purchase St 
Margaret’s Loop from the owners for £200,000. The instruction to our agents was to 
continue to press our case for a minimal cost transfer owing to the lack of land value and 
the amount of work to be carried out.  

 
Agenda Item 10  East Court Live/ summer events on terrace 
 
Purpose: To recommend that East Court Live in June (5th) and July (3rd) be cancelled and 
consider possible smaller events on the Terrace facilitated by High Gain running their coffee bar.    

Background: 
 
The current government road map will not allow East Court Live to take place in June and the July 
dates would still be before the target of all adults to have had their first vaccination. While it is 
hoped that by 21st June the Government will be able to lift all restrictions (although social 
distancing may still be recommended), it seems appropriate for the Committee to determine that 
the June and July dates should not progress this year. The August (7th) date however looks much 
more positive and the officers have progressed a longer day of activities starting at 2 but ending at 
9pm with fireworks..  The Committee agreed to move the VE day fireworks from 2020 to this year’s 
East Court Live therefore they are pre paid.   While not a celebration, as this will not be appropriate 
following the deaths and suffering of the pandemic, it will be a symbolic reopening of the town for 
community events.  As this format is not our usual format, we will leaflet the houses around the 
estate so that they are aware of the later event and the fireworks on that occasion.  
 
RECOMMENDATION:    To approve that the June and July dates are cancelled and for the 
officers to continue with the planning of the August event (subject to any changes to 
Government advice). 
 
Additional Sundays proposal  
 
Sam Albrow (High Gain Events) has asked if he can stage four small Sunday events.  He will run 
the dates, not the Council staff, but he is asking that a caretaker be available to assist.  He is 
asking to set up some picnic tables, and a stage and offer an afternoon of music and a limited table 
bar service (tea coffee beer and wine) and have a catering concession on site. He want to use 
some of the opening artists who were due to play at East Court Live (as they are lower cost).  The 
event will be pre bookable for a table and ticketed (e-tickets) 
 
He is offering 15% of the bar takings (which is ½ the usual arrangement for the East Court Live 
events). However other than the caretaker we will have no costs.  
 
Sam had originally asked for midday to nine pm, with a full stage set and repeater speakers. This 
has been refused as the neighbours of the estate are not all fans of evening events which we try to 
keep to special occasions (and August has already been agreed to be a later event due to the 
fireworks). The format was also too close to East Court Live, and as this will be a pay to attend 
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tickets in advance event it could give the impression that this is how East Court Live will look in the 
future. Sam has agreed to provide a proposal.  It is suggested that Sam has a more formal 
arrangement than last year but that it is not too much like a mini ECL. The Committee does not 
allow the use of the East Court Terraces for hire nor events without the building being hired.  
However Sam is our Meridian Hall Hire concession and this idea is simply to allow some use of the 
Council land this year where the East Court Live events cannot continue, he is looking at a few 
events each month but it will not be each week.    Sam’s ad hoc Sunday coffee bar will continue on 
most Sundays (bookings allowing) when they can reopen and when the vaccine centre is not 
operating.   
 
Recommendation   
Committee is recommended to approve that High Gain Events can run their Sunday on the 
terraces café, but that it should end no later than 6pm.  

 
Agenda Item 11 Wayfinding Update     
 
Purpose:  To update the committee on the wayfinding project  
 
Background : 
 
The scheme having been approved by the Committee last year finally saw the planning 
permissions applied for in January and all approved in February.  The 5 monoliths are to be placed 
at the Station,  London Road (outside Energie Gym and Whitestuff), and the High St (near the 
statue and the entrance to Forest Way), the five heritage panels on; Mid Sussex land by St 
Leonards, Whitehall Buildings, outside Sackville House, Sackville College and the Statue. Four are 
pole mounted and one building mounted.  
 
The scheme has cost £40,000 and has been paid for from the Neighbourhood Plan implementation 
fund as approved by the Committee in 2019.  This is intended to be phase one of the project, with 
phase two coming back to committee following evaluation of the first phase during 2021.   
 
The scheme is complemented by the new interactive map which is imbedded on the Visit East 
Grinstead webpage giving the virtual heritage map and also the monoliths and panels all have the 
details of the tourism contacts and unique QR codes which directly link to the map and further 
information about the site and the route as a whole.  
 
Timetable : 
 
The earthworks will begin on 12th April with the final installations by 26th April.   This will be press 
released and the Chairman and Town Mayor will be asked to unveil the trail.   
 
Former staff Jonathan Ansley and Dawn Spalding did the initial work on the information trail, and 
should be thanked for their work, however it was picked up after their departure by the Town Clerk 
and with Kirstie Hamper’s assistance this tourism offering, wayfinding and signposting from the 
station will soon be an addition to the town.      
 
Agenda item 12 Covid update :  Use of Meridian Hall and the Commemorative 
Benches  
 
Purpose :   
 
This report is for noting to update the committee of the current estate usage and also the benches 
recently unveiled.  
 
Vaccine Roll Out – The vaccination roll began on 14th January with very positive feedback.  
 
The original agreement for the use of the Meridian Hall was 04.01.2021 to 31.03.2021 however; 
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this has subsequently been extended to 31.05.2021. The vaccine centre has operated each week 
since it started but has not been able to increase the number of days; averaging 2-3 a week, 
despite having exclusive use of the hall, which can be difficult to explain to those seeking event 
venues.     
 
If the Government’s roadmap to continue to release the lockdown restrictions follows as has been 
laid out, we will not be a position to extend this agreement and from 1st June the vaccine centre will 
need to be relocated. There are a large number of bookings for the meridian hall (many weddings 
postponed from 2020); Committee are asked to confirm that they are do not wish to cancel these 
bookings should the government roadmap continue and the weddings be allowed to recommence.  
All assistance that can be given to the vaccine centre ongoing will be offered, but they will have to 
leave or reduce the use of the hall from 1st June.  
.   
East Court Town Council Offices:  The Town Council closed again before Christmas and 
remained closed to the public as the country went back in to the lockdown, all services provided 
remotely as telephones and computer access was diverted for the office based staff to their 
homes.  The caretaking and outside team continued with their functions in the building, some of the 
tenants continued in the building but many also stayed home.  Due to the presence of the 
vaccination centre the car park provided a divided off part for the officers and tenants to park.  The 
number of people attending the centre meant that the car park can become very busy.  The 
reception will reopen to the public on 12th April, with staff attending the offices on a one week in 
and one week at home basis, this will again add more vehicles to the car park.  We continue to ask 
the public not to park at East Court (which is not permitted as general parking anyway) to alleviate 
this.   
 
Commemorative Benches  
 
The Clerk in discussion with the Chair and Vice Chair agreed that the benches budget could be 
utilised for the purchase of a commemorative bench and that an existing bench should have a new 
plaque to commemorate the covid pandemic.  The Estates Manager found a bench from Rolls and 
Scrolls as referred to in the earlier report and agreed with the Clerk the wording to be inscribed on 
the plaques for each bench.  They were unveiled by the Chairman of this committee on 24th 
February within a few days of the government announcing the road map for opening up society as 
the vaccine roll out was proving successful.  The publicity from the unveiling has been incredibly 
popular with the Councils press release and pictures making the front page of the Gazette.   It was 
shared many times from our Facebook page resulting in queries from several other councils as to 
the origins of the bench.   
 
Clerks and Officers report ends 
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